Gate Entry
Sabal Springs is a gated community consisting of two gates for entry and exit. The
main gate is located off of Route 41 and is manned 24 hours per day. Upon
approach of the entry, the right lane is for homeowners who have transponders
attached to their windshields. The gate will rise automatically as the vehicle
approaches. The left lane is for all other traffic into the community. The rear gate
is located off of Del Prado Blvd. It is for homeowners with transponders only. NO
OTHER vehicles are allowed to enter or exit the community by the back gate.

Transponder Sign up
Homeowners can fill out required documentation and pay a fee of $30.00 per
transponder for their vehicle(s) through the front gate staff. Staff will provide the
required form(s) and the information as to the times available for transponder
placement.

Guest Entry/Automated Visitor Scheduling
All homeowners’ guests must enter through the front gate and must have
homeowner notification to the gatehouse prior to guest entry. This includes
friends, family and/or service providers. The general number for the gate house is
239.731.5552 for those who have not yet registered to use the automated visitors
scheduling system.
The automated system allows homeowners to schedule a 1 day, 3 day or 7 day
pass, as applicable, into the community. It is a simple, easy to use system and is
the preferred method for guest entry notification. A one day pass will be
deleted 24 hours after the call.
To access the system, homeowners must complete required documentation to
register any and all phone numbers that might be used when calling the system.
Once the phone number(s) are registered, residents may call 239.567.4147 and
follow the prompts for guest entry. All residents are encouraged to register as
soon as possible after moving into the community.
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